THE HEART OF BEIJING

An exclusive address where prestige meets comfort
THE BEST OF BEIJING
AT YOUR FEET

Where the city’s rich history converges with its dynamic future
Four Seasons Hotel Beijing is located in the Liangma area of the central business district, close to the Third Diplomatic Precinct and at the centre of one of the city’s most coveted and well-connected neighbourhoods. Moments away from the 798 Art District, home to some of China’s most celebrated modern artists, and Sanlitun, the city’s premier retail and entertainment area, the Hotel also offers easy access to Beijing’s six UNESCO World Heritage sites: the Forbidden City, the Great Wall of China, the Ming Dynasty Tombs, the Summer Palace, the Temple of Heaven and Zhoukoudian.
THE HEIGHT
OF PRESTIGE

Experience China’s capital in comfort and style

Four Seasons Hotel Beijing showcases a landmark, exclusive address that beats to the pulse of China’s compelling capital. It unites like-minded sophisticates from East and West, and connects them to the best of Beijing’s culture, prestige and vitality.
YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME

Modern, bright and welcoming
Arranged around a towering sky-lit atrium, each of the 313 guest rooms, including 66 suites, is a contemporary refuge furnished with every conceivable comfort. Warm, individual touches are supported by advanced technology and thoughtful Four Seasons care.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR ACCOMMODATIONS >
SPACIOUS, LUXURIOUS LIVING

Dynamic views, stylish entertaining, peaceful serenity
PALACE IN THE SKY

A private paradise, high above the city
The Imperial Suite encompasses 730 square metres (7,857 square feet) of interior space, including an expansive master bedroom and two spacious additional bedrooms, all with their own en suite bathrooms. With high-quality furnishings, artworks, finishes and technology, this exclusive retreat has the feel of a chic art gallery ideal for elegant entertaining or quiet evenings at home. In addition to the spacious interior, the Imperial Suite has a 275-square-metre (2,960-square-foot) fully outfitted outdoor terrace – the perfect complement to this “Palace in the Sky.”
EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES AWAITS

Enjoy signature Four Seasons service and spectacular city views at the Executive Club Lounge
The Executive Club Lounge, located on the 26th floor offers guests added service and privileges to meet their daily business needs during their stay. From personalised check-in and check-out; shuttle service to the Central Business District (CBD) and nearby shopping area and one-hour use of a meeting room per guest, per stay to an array of refreshments and snacks offered throughout the day, the Executive Club Lounge allows guests to stay connected and engaged in total comfort.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR EXECUTIVE CLUB LOUNGE >
ACCLAIMED DINING

Where glamour meets gourmet
Savour inviting ambience and mouth-watering culinary creations in the two signature restaurants and three lounges at Four Seasons Hotel Beijing. Discover a broad selection of traditional regional Chinese cuisine at Cai Yi Xuan, premium modern Italian cuisine at Mio, glamorous all-day entertaining at Opus Lounge and Bar, and tradition with a twist at the Tea Garden. The restaurants and lounges offer sophisticated social settings from casual to formal.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR DINING >
A FRONT ROW SEAT TO
CULINARY ARTISTRY

An engaging and unique experience
RELAX AND INDULGE

Experience the intrigue of a traditional tea ceremony
LUXURIOUS TREATMENTS AND TRANQUILLITY

A modern oasis of pampering, inspired by tradition
Discover an enclave of luxurious renewal in China's cultural heart at The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel Beijing. Advanced treatments combine with customised and unique therapies to provide a personalised spa experience that will renew, relax and recharge.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR SPA TREATMENTS >
For a dose of energy, pay a visit to our spacious 24-hour Health Club, which includes a sauna, steam rooms and an exercise room featuring the latest cardiovascular and weight-training equipment. The 180-square-metre (1,937-square-foot) space also includes a relaxing whirlpool and an adjacent sunlit indoor pool, which offers a unique vantage point from which to enjoy panoramic views of the city out the floor-to-ceiling windows.
MEMORABLE EVENTS

The epitome of elegance and refinement
Featuring glamorous décor and careful attention to detail, the function space at Four Seasons Hotel Beijing epitomises elegance and ensures a memorable event. Spanning 2,805 square metres (30,193 square feet), it incorporates two ballrooms, nine function rooms, and wide, boulevard-style pre-function areas.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR MEETINGS AND EVENTS >
LOCATION

- Located in the Liangma area of the central business district, close to the Third Diplomatic Precinct and in the middle of the city’s most dynamic commercial and entertainment hub
- A short distance from unique shopping excursions and historical and cultural sites, including the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square, Panjiayuan Antique Market, Silk Market, Pearl Market, 798 Art District and Sanlitun
- Approximately a 25-minute drive to Beijing Capital International Airport
- Approximately a 45-minute drive to the Great Wall of China

ACCOMMODATIONS

- 313 guest rooms, including 66 luxury suites, ranging in size from our 46-square-metre (495-square-foot) Deluxe Room to our 730-square-metre (7,857-square-foot) Imperial Suite
- Large windows, including in the bathroom, offer ample natural light and city views, with some rooms overlooking Chaoyang Park and the Liangma River
- Warm, residential interiors complemented by intuitive, advanced technology

DINING

- Two signature restaurants and three vibrant lounges combine sophisticated social settings and creative offerings
- Cai Yi Xuan for traditional regional Chinese cuisine in a contemporary, elegant interior
- Chef’s Table, a private dining venue located within Cai Yi Xuan, for an engaging and unique experience as the chefs create dishes right in front of you
- Mio for innovative modern Italian cuisine in a high-energy, welcoming atmosphere
- Opus Lounge for all-day dining featuring Asian and Western specialties, daily afternoon tea and a Champagne Sunday brunch
- Opus Bar for a chic, intimate venue for afternoon or evening drinks
- Tea Garden for a serene retreat to experience the world’s best and rarest teas from China in a unique hideaway of cozy pavilions
- 24-hour In-Room Dining

SPA & RECREATION

- The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel Beijing offers advanced treatments, natural therapies and time-honoured traditions to provide a unique experience that will renew, relax and recharge
- 180-square-metre (1,937-square-foot) 24-hour Health Club, including a sauna, steam rooms and an exercise room with the latest cardiovascular and weight-training equipment
- Sunlit indoor pool and adjacent whirlpool, with panoramic views of the city out the floor-to-ceiling windows

MEETINGS & EVENTS

- 2,805 square metres (30,193 square feet) of total function space, including a pillarless 988-square-metre (10,625-square-foot) Imperial Ballroom, a 255-square-metre (2,746-square-foot) Beijing Ballroom and 9 smaller meeting rooms
- 24-hour Business Centre

CONNECT WITH US

FOURSEASONS.COM/BEIJING >

Four Seasons Hotel Beijing
48 Liang Ma Qiao Road
100125 Chaoyang District, Beijing, China
T. 86 (10) 5695 8888 / F. 86 (10) 5695 8889

VIEW OUR DIRECTIONS & MAP >